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The NOBODY’S PERFECT PARENTING PROGRAM is a community-based parenting education and  support  program                               

developed specifically for parents of children (birth through age five) who may be young, single, socially, culturally or                            

geographically isolated, or who may have limited formal education and low income. The program has been offered in every                       

Canadian province and territory and has been one of the most popular parenting programs in  the country for over 32 years! 

NOBODY’S PERFECT goal is to improve participants’ capabilities and to improve and maintain the health of  their children. It is  a 

Canadian best practice, with clear measured impacts on positive parenting which can readily adapted to all cultures. 

The objectives are to: 

 promote positive parenting; 

 increase parents’ understanding of children’s health, safety and behaviour; 

 help parents build on the skills they have and learn new ones; 

 improve parents’ self-esteem and coping skills; 

 increase self-help and mutual support, and; 

 bring parents in contact with community  services and resources. 
 
NOBODY’S PERFECT (NPP) is offered by trained facilitators to parents general in weekly sessions. It is based on adult learning                   

principles using a learner-centered and strengths-based empowerment model where the  parents’ own experiences are                                

recognized and valued. The program builds on their existing knowledge and skills through interactive group discussion and    

problem-solving learning activities. 

 
At NOBODY’S PERFECT MANITOBA, we are funded and supported by Child  and Youth Services, Department of Families,                   

Government of Manitoba to provide support, training and coordination of the program within the province, through a service 

agreement with Youville Centre. We liaise with the Public Health Agency of Canada and other provinces and territories to                    

ensure that quality assurance standards are achieved. 
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In response to the COVID-19 crisis many around the world           

continued to reach and meet the needs of families during this 

difficult time. Nobody’s Perfect Parenting did as well!  
NPP Manitoba took the lead on the changes needed to                    

support families, facilitators and trainers during the                           

pandemic, provincially, nationally and internationally!                            
THIS ANNUAL REPORT WILL CELEBRATE THIS WORK! 

“I feel I am not 

alone and I learned 
to be open to     

sharing”                               

-parent 

2020—2021 NPP Manitoba ANNUAL REPORT 
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MESSAGE FROM THE PROVINCIAL COORDINATOR  
What a difference a year makes. This past year has been the busiest I have encountered since starting the provincial coordinator position in 2007!  
We had to move parent groups and training on line.  This feat wasn’t easy, but it was all worth it.  We were able to reach people who wouldn’t 
have an opportunity to be involved with Nobody’s Perfect, either as a parent or facilitator because of the ease of access.  We have offered more  
trainings than ever before and continuously stayed connected with practitioners through our NPP chats and workshops.   

Nobody’s Perfect Parenting (NPP) is successful because of its strengths-based and participant-Centred approach.  The program meet parents 
where they are at and guide them to where they want to go along their parenting journey.  We know that if we help parents build their own                  
capacities, this has a direct impact on the healthy development of their children. When Covid-19 hit and we were all under stay at home orders 
program facilitators reached out on how best to support families in this time of need – while being apart and some asked if the program could be 
done virtually?  As well, agencies were inquiring about virtual facilitator  training.  In Manitoba, I responded by setting up weekly zoom calls with 
my facilitators to connect and share ideas on how best to adapt NPP to a virtual format. At the same time provincial coordinators started to meet 
regularly.  We gave each other inspiration to do what we thought was possible, creating strong collaborative partnerships. (Mostly notably                  
myself and Connie Herman in Saskatchewan.)  

NPP program objectives are to connect parents with others and help to find community resources and the flexibility and adaptability has always 
been a strength of NPP.  We were confident this pivot in our work with families virtually was going to be no different. We encouraged facilitators 
to do NPP programs, despite not having guidelines or best practices to rely on at that point, and to focus on connectedness. Facilitators found 
ways to meet with parents, through variety of platforms such as, zoom, What’s app, Facebook and messenger, and posted information on their 
social media platforms.  They learned parents really needed to talk with other parents, to understand and normalize the stress and struggles each 
were having.  I learned in our weekly check ins, how Facilitators adapted the program.  They shortened the length the groups because children 
were present.  Some facilitators included children in the parent groups, they read stories and did rhymes and songs together.  Facilitators even 
dropped off art supplies and snacks for the children on door steps for the weekly sessions and they encouraged community walks to find teddy 
bears in windows. Facilitators reported that networks were being formed and the parents were connecting with other families in a different way, 
despite a stay at home order.  We noticed an increase of fathers of asking for groups and participating too.  We learned we were able to connect 
rural and urban families in the same group.  Parents who would have not had the opportunity to participate in a NPP group were able to now 
because of the virtual format.  Some families commented that they loved virtual groups as they never could come because of transportation 
issues.  Our reach was much further than we ever expected.  (We do know that some families were left out because of lack of devices or internet)  
By supporting and staying connected with our facilitators, we quickly learned that parent program outcomes were being met with the virtual 
NPP groups.  From that feedback we wrote guidelines for running virtual parent programs for the Public Health Agency of Canada (PHAC) and 
shared them with all program facilitators.   

I initially had said no to the virtual Facilitator training inquiries we had, saying there would be no way to transfer experiential learning practices to 
zoom.  However, our training uses parallel process practice, and, because we were seeing that parent group outcomes were being met, I                        
suggested in our coordinator call about 3 months into the pandemic that I believed facilitators could gain skills and knowledge through zoom and 
wanted to try a pilot training.  I partnered with Connie Herman in Saskatchewan to take the lead on the training pilots. (British Columbia and 
Quebec quickly came on board to do them as well.)  Collaboratively we tried different formats and continually shared our adaptations. We 
learned we needed to add extra time to account for a more rounded training – dual skills – learning how to train virtually, and yet also face to 
face.  We had much more prep to do as we had to mail all training materials ahead of time.  Twelve training pilots were offered this fiscal (as a fee 
for service to cover costs – 4 exclusively for Manitoba, but in the initial pilot we had 3 from Manitoba participate), each with 12 – 14 facilitators 
being trained.  Unexpectedly, all provinces and territories were able to join in the same training together, creating a larger network for 
knowledge sharing and connectedness. We also were able to train 12 new Trainers from all across Canada and 1 from France!  (Trainers are                             
experienced program facilitators who train under Master Trainers to then be able to train facilitators – 3 were from Manitoba)  We  developed 
draft training guidelines for the Public Health Agency of Canada and created and delivered a 2 day professional development training for Trainers 
on how to move their trainings virtually.  (2 attended from Manitoba) From our evaluations, training outcomes were met and our facilitator and 
trainer network increased from coast to coast to coast!   

NPP was highlighted in a 7 Case Study Report prepared in partnership with World Health Organization (WHO) and the LEGO Foundation, on our 
experiences, lessons and response strategies. Because NPP Manitoba took the lead in the pivot of program and training, we were featured in the 
WHO case study and I participated in a world wide webinar.  (see more info later in this report)    

I am so proud of our work.  We thought outside the box and trusted the Process.  We had the courage to move ahead with no precedent.  We 
worked collaboratively with others across Canada.  There is no turning back now.  Virtual parent groups and training options will now become an 
addition to Nobody’s Perfect Parenting program.  The breadth of our reach is endless! I commit to continuing facilitating the connections.  The 
strength that comes from being with and learning from one another not only benefits us, but the families we work with too.  
                                                                                We truly are in this together!        

                                                                                                                                                                                                                
        Carmen Paterson-Payne   -Coordinator 
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  STEERING COMMITTEE                                                                                                           
Nobody’s Perfect is funded by funded and supported by Child  and Youth Services,                        

Department of Families, Government of Manitoba and Youville Centre holds the service 

agreement with them.  Provincial coordination of the program is done by a part-time                 

Coordinator. A Steering Committee is made up of members from program stakeholders and 

interested organizations. Members are responsible for making recommendations and advice 

on the overall  strategic direction, goal setting and coordination of  Nobody's Perfect in                     

Manitoba. As well, they actively support and contribute to completing the activities outlined 

in Schedule A of the service agreement. The committee meets up to 5 times per year. 

  2020 - 2021 MEMBERS 

Toni Tilston-Jones  Youville Centre  

Sharon Walters  Public Health Agency of Canada 

Tammy Hossack  Little Teaching Lodge Head Start, Brandon 

Gabriela Galli                            Mosaic Newcomer Family Resource Network, Winnipeg 

Carla Dorbolo  Facilitator—Winnipeg Region 

Denise Dewar  Facilitator—WestMan Region 

Lisa Murdock  Child and Youth Services, Department of Families  

Sophia Ali   Aulneau Renewal Centre, Winnipeg 

Robyn Brown  Hastings Family Centre—Louis Riel School Division,  Winnipeg 

 

 

 

in Schedule A of the service agreement. The committee meets up to 5 times per year.

Little Teaching Lodge Head Start, Brandon

“As a facilitator, I am grateful for the flexibility 

of the Nobody's Perfect programming that allows 
group and one on one to meet the needs and wants 
of our parents I feel strongly that this flexibility 
influence's both client's wants and need to partake 
in the program.  The process helps in  retention for 
some clients who need more quiet and also provides 
a social atmosphere for learning for those who gain 
more insight and education by sharing with other 

parents.”            - facilitator 

2020—2021 NPP Manitoba ANNUAL REPORT 
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RESEARCH & EVIDENCE—NPP Manitoba is a leader! 
This year, NPP Manitoba was highlighted in a 7 Case Study Report prepared in partnership with 
World Health Organization (WHO) and the LEGO Foundation Case Studies of Programs to Promote 
and Protect Nurturing Care During the COVID-19 Pandemic Not only for the leadership we took to 
pivot to online groups and training, but also for our work prior with one on one virtual adaptations 
and our Dads Engaging Dads project funded by the Winnipeg Foundation.   

The researchers found that the “Program staff credited the resiliency and creativity of everyone involved 
(facilitators, parents, the Public Health Agency of Canada) in facilitating the successful transition online. This resiliency played out in several 
ways. First, a few provincial coordinators served as ‘champions’ of innovation, and helped to create a sense of urgency to reach families remotely. 
Prior to the COVID-19 pandemic, there was a lack of purpose for change, a degree of complacency and comfort with the classic in-person model, 
and a fear of unknown technology. Second, the initiative was carried forward by a small leadership team who trusted and supported one another. 
Collectively this team had the  positional power, expertise and credibility needed to gain the support and cooperation of the Public Health Agency 
of Canada. Developing national guidelines for online program delivery was the first step in a broader vision and strategy. As one participant                    
explained, the Public Health Agency of Canada’s promotion of the document provided the political support required to propel organizational 
change. Finally, throughout the pandemic, a Provincial Nobody’s Perfect Coordinator provided weekly video chat sessions to support program 
facilitators from across Western Canada. During theses sessions, she facilitated discussions to brainstorm ideas and solutions to ongoing                     
challenges, including how to incorporate trauma-informed approaches online. This system was instrumental in consolidating information and 
translating it into best practices. As one participant described, “she essentially applied what we would do with our participants in groups. It created 
this sense of not having to do it alone.  This really facilitated a process where we could learn from each other.” …  Unexpected positive outcomes 
online delivery of Nobody’s Perfect made it possible to increase the diversity of parent groups, and in some ways made it more accessible to a 
broad range of participants. For example, online groups connected parents living in different geographies (e.g. rural and urban settings). Parents 
found a sense of relief to learn that regardless of their specific circumstances, caregivers were experiencing similar challenges and stressors                 
during the pandemic. In addition, the flexibility offered by online sessions allowed more parents to participate because they could choose from 
different times that worked with their schedules. For some parents experiencing severe anxiety, having an online option was actually preferred to 
in-person groups because they could join without having to leave their homes. Nobody’s Perfect despite initial skepticism regarding online                     
delivery, coordinators were pleased to learn that facilitators were able to make meaningful, lasting connecting with parents, and that informal 
socializing could indeed happen organically online. In fact, many group participants maintained contact through various platforms, even outside 
of the Nobody’s Perfect groups.”   Excerpts from Case Studies of Programs to Promote and Protect Nurturing Care During the COVID-19 Pandemic—February 

2021. (Hackett, K. et al 2021)        (See FULL REPORT    See WEBINAR RECORDING)   

 

Candice St. Aubin (Vice President, Health Promotion and Chronic Disease Prevention Branch, Public Health Agency of Canada), sent a letter                 
acknowledging and thanking us for the incredible work done over this past year to continue delivering the Nobody’s Perfect parenting program 
through barriers, challenges and a time of change. She appreciates our contributions to supporting and implementing the NPP every year, but 
this was a particularly challenging year, and a year where the NPP program was perhaps needed more than ever.  (See Letter from PHAC) 

 
Picture excerpt is directly from evaluation report out early 2021: Viet Nam                      
Integrated Early Childhood Development Parenting Program Rapid Appraisal  
Report-Prepared for UNICEF Viet Nam 2020.  (Proulx, K. et al)                                          

(See entire evaluation HERE.) 
 
Nobody’s Perfect Parenting influences positive change in both                  
facilitator and parent.  It is worth noting that the quote and                       
findings could also be from one of our Manitoba facilitators.  We 
hear these comments frequently and see the changes the program 
has made in the work facilitators do in their other programs as well.  
Our own provincial coordinator, on her own vacation time, went to                   
Viet Nam to these train facilitators for this project because she                      
believes in the program and the outcomes it brings.   
 
 
 
 

 

 
              

“It really opens up doorways to access, and in my mind, that’s the key positive outcome to come of all this. So parents who may be busy 
working during the day and wouldn’t normally have the opportunity to join a group could access on online group in the evenings.”                              

- Provincial coordinator 

It is important to use the information and research found in both                                

the WHO report and the UNICEF, in addition to our Canadian                    

EVALUATIONS, to understand the positive impact NPP has on 

parents lives and the lives of their children 

Candice St. Aubin (Vice President, Health Promotion and Chronic Disease Prevention Branch, Public Health Agency of Canada), s
acknowledging and thanking us for the incredible work done over this past year to continue delivering the Nobody
through barriers, challenges and a time of change. She appreciates our contributions to supporting and implementing the NPP e

https://www.fhi360.org/sites/default/files/media/documents/resource-lego-case-study-nurturing-care-report.pdf
https://us02web.zoom.us/rec/share/tzEGT1_cyhyYQzo0aJFolNMDND72syawDV9mnMFp8Vq0YEYgkgPW_yk-5cd9Bzk7.4CXmGTGD0kYor6W1
https://nobodysperfect.ca/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/Letter-of-Thanks-to-NPP-Partners_EN.pdf
https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/826635670/8281e1f84ac72eb2d9531c8c9f401dc3/NPP_Assessment_revised_Mar_2021_Viet_Nam.pdf
https://nobodysperfect.ca/about/evaluations/
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PROGRAM AWARD WINNERS 2020 - 2021 ARE…   

Aguilar June 
Ali Shler 

Ashibougwu Mary 

Ayache Zeinab 

Barnard Kelsie 

Bobb Brenna 

Button Taylor 

Campbell Marny 

Chaske Sherilyn 

Derrett Cory 

Gasuliak Nadiia 

Haggerty Stacey 

Haggerty Cathy 

Huang Jin Ying 

Jackson Marlene 

Jacobs Trudy 

Kaur Dhaliwal Arinder 

Larocque Tricia 

Lint Renee 

Liu Shan 

Lonechild Bryanna 

Makhmud Tetiana 

Mazawasicuna Krystle 

Richards Deb 

Sikora Sandra 

Swidnicki Shelley 

Thiessen Diane 

Voss Christine 

28 FACILITATORS WERE 
ABLE TO CERTIFY DURING               

A PANDEMIC!                             
(April 1 2020—March 31 2021) 

6

All agencies work so hard for their families, especially during this past year!                  

Facilitators thought outside the box on how to support parents.                                      

You are all winners!  Thank you.  

The following winners were picked randomly from a list who reported their parent 

groups on the National Data Collection Tool.  Each will receive a gift certificate to 

use for resources for their next Nobody’s Perfect Parent Group.                                                                                              

 Dauphin Friendship Centre, Dauphin 

 Elspeth Reid Family Resource Centre, Brandon 

 Thrive Community Support Circle, Winnipeg  

 Mosaic Newcomer Family Resource Network, Winnipeg 

Aguilar

“Parents feedback 

clearly shows that 
their patience level is 

much higher and there 
is more peace and 
laughter in their 

homes as they have 
developed skills to 

handle some                          
situations.“                             

-facilitator 

“Participants wanted to continue after the on-line sessions to remain connected and 
that was amazing. I had not divulged at the beginning where everyone was from, 

and they started to chat about wanting to meet all together at a park. I then did 
an exercise where they then learned what community and part of the province                    

everyone was from. Having people from all of the province was good so everyone could 
see that they were not alone in the Covid struggles!”  

“Parents stay connected through a closed Facebook group now.”       

“The program was flexible. It was based on what participants want and need to 

learn, so we changed our session plan to be more effective  for parents.”        

“In the last session the participants said that they loved the program and it was 

one of the best programs, they have ever attended. That was a moment when I felt 
the strength of the relationship which our team made with participants throughout 

the program.”                      - facilitators 

2020—2021 NPP Manitoba ANNUAL REPORT 
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NOBODY’S PERFECT MANITOBA STRATEGIC PRIORITIES 
2020-2021 

“Strong connections were made with our participants.  We helped and supported them in one of the worst situations of 

isolation that Canada and all the worldwide had.  I am sure we changed many negative consequences by just being 
there with them, allowing them to speak and connect with each other.  I feel we really collaborated with the parents 

and we had a big and amazing role supporting them. Nothing could be more rewarding than that.”   - facilitator  

“Not having a curriculum gives parents the room and space to cultivate their own space for learning, growing and               
being transparent”  -facilitator 

“I thought I was coming in for facilitator training and I got so much more personally.  I wanted you to know you are 

changing people’s lives!  Thank you!                                                                                         

- facilitator trainee comment to Provincial Coordinator after her 2nd day of a 4.5 day virtual training 

 

2020—2021 NPP Manitoba ANNUAL REPORT 

Despite the stay at home orders this fiscal year, we were still able to complete the                                      

following activities in our strategic priority areas:  
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DELIVERABLES AND NUMBERS*           (April 1 2020 to March 31 2021)
 

* note that not all groups are always reported to the provincial office.  It is also important to note that with the 

Covid-19 Pandemic, some information will be missing &/or some program delivery stopped all together.  

PARENT PROGRAM DELIVERY: 

 Total of 48 series sessions were offered  36 Groups and 12 One to One   

 Groups offered were run for an average of  2.8 hrs   and an average of                                 

6.3 sessions were offered as a series 

 Parent groups were offered in English, Portuguese, Mandarin and other language 

supports 

  303 Parents participated   

 Manitoba had a completion rate of 97%  with the National average being 78% 

 65% were mothers, 23% were fathers, 12% were care givers 

 36% parents self identified as Newcomers and 12% as Indigenous                                            

52% did not identify  

 70% of parents self-identified as being isolated  

 209 Parent kits were disbursed in 2020-2021 

11 different Manitoba communities                               

where sessions were offered: 

 Brandon  

 Dauphin  

 Gambler First Nation 

 Keeseekoowenin                            

First Nation  

 WayWayseecappo                               

First Nation 

 Neepawa  

 Portage la Prairie  

 Rivers  

 St. Laurent  

 Steinbach  

 Winnipeg  

Tra ining Fees 27%

Dept of Families, 
Gov't of Manitoba 

73%

Revenue

Programming
28%

Admin/Other
5%

Coordination
67%

Expenses

$92,726.00 

$92,300.00 

2020 – 2021 

 FINANCES AND OPERATIONS 

“My biggest success in the first delivery of 

NPP in zoom was the growing                    
confidence in running it in a new group form 

I think I was able to accommodate the 
resources during the course of the sessions. 
It's being well prepared for the program. 
The materials for discussion was great 
that all participants felt comfortable to 
discuss, share ideas, and information. My 
greatest success was we all learned new 
skills and increase my proficiency in the                

facilitator role.”                                                            

-facilitator 

Revenue reported was received through funding 

from Child and Youth Services, Department of                   

Families, Government of Manitoba and from                            

facilitator training registration fees and purchases of 

parent kits.                                                                                             

Expenses reported reflect all normal NPP Manitoba 

spending.                         

A full report can be obtained by contacting the Provincial Coordinator. 

Top 3 Responses                                         

where sessions were held:   

 Virtually 

 Newcomer organizations 

 Family Resource Centres 
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2020—2021 NPP Manitoba ANNUAL REPORT 

Navigating a pandemic while working from home and 

balancing life was a difficult task at times this year.                   

However our Nobody’s Perfect Facilitators, Trainers, and 

partner agencies rose to the occasion and supported                    

families the best they could.  From our challenges resulted 

in some wonderful opportunities for learning, growing,                                 

inspiring and showing kindness to each another.                                                                              

 The following are a few examples.    

REFLECTING ON 2020 - 2021 

(email message to Coordinator…) “Thank you so much for all the chat sessions you offered this 
year! I could not imagine improving my skills without the training you provided. You are always 

so kind, positive and fun. Your  energy is contagious! Plus, all your experience... It is priceless 
what I have learned so far.”   

(email to Coordinator after reading the PHAC letter…) “That’s a nice congratulations to all ! You are 

an amazing trainer, thank you for making me feel proud even of my smallest achievements, 
your positive attitude has really kept me going, I’ve enjoyed the training!!!!!” 

(messages after WHO webinar to Coordinator…) “You were in great company and did Canada proud! 
Great job! You truly are an inspiration!” – Sask   “That was great! Nice to put a face with the 

name as well.  Listening to you made me feel very proud to be part of the Nobody’s Perfect 

circle.  You and your colleagues have done such an amazing job of finding a way to translate NP 
to a virtual platform. “- Nfld 

-Carmen- 

 
“I really liked it online. No                   

rushing to get anywhere! “ 

“I didn’t think I would like it, 

but I did!“                                 

“Super awesome, didn’t need to 

find child care! “                                      

- parents on doing NPP online 

    A message to all of you during 
this difficult year… 

Everyone  has had struggles 
through this Pandemic, in one way  

or another.  Nobody is perfect.  What 
stands out for me is the resiliency of 

you all.  Thank you!  You are                     
making a difference in people’s lives!  

                                   -Carmen- 

Seeking to fill a need in the community, and thanks to an Inspiration Grant from the Réseau Compassion 

Network, Youville brought the My Tween and Me (MTM) Program to Manitoba this year. MTM is a facilitated parenting program 

uniquely designed for parents with children aged  7 to 12 years of age.  It is designed to strengthen parent confidence and ability to 

support their children’s transition to adolescence.  MTM was developed by the B.C. Council for Families to promote positive youth 

development, resiliency, and strong family relationships. Over the course of the pandemic, fifteen partner agencies across the                  

province identified and trained facilitators and delivered pilot programs to  Manitoban tweens and caregivers, most groups  virtually. 

The pilots incorporated the use of Tween Mentors to support tweens attending each session.  Program evaluation and adaptions                      

are now being collected and a final report and resources will be available late 2021.  We are  now ready to help build capacity of                                

our NPP facilitators and offer more facilitator training to our partner agencies!   

INSPIRING 

GROWING 

LEARNING 

               At the beginning of the pandemic, I often 

felt the weight of world on my shoulders on how to support                     

families without access to devices and internet.  Listening to the 

work facilitators did to engage with families such as activity bags, 

doing wellness calls etc was so inspiring!  I remembered that the 

goal of Nobody’s Perfect was meeting parents where they were         

at and guiding them where they needed to go.  Parents desired                          

connections with others.  By moving groups on line we are able                    

to reach some who wouldn’t ever been able to attend a group 

before and others were connecting, through sidewalk drop                               

offs, phone calls and window waves.  This inspired me to                                

connect more facilitators and colleagues, and in turn we                           

created a new way of doing things!   

    One of our favourite sessions from our March 2020 NPP 

Conference was facilitated by our Trainer Jess from North Point Douglas Womens 

Centre.  She had shared the Sacred Tree evaluation she uses in her NPP parent 

groups.  This was adapted from the Canadian Centre for Policy Alternatives                    

Manitoba (CCPA) report Na-gah mo Waabishkizi Ojijaak Bimise Keetwaatino: 

Singing White Crane Flying North: Gathering a Bundle for Indigenous Evaluation 

published March 2018.  When we moved facilitator training online we incorporated 

the tool as a way for our facilitators to step back from the zoom camera and reflect 

on their learning journey in becoming a facilitator. They learned through their own 

reflections how values (roots) guide their work as facilitators, along with what gifts 

they bring (fruit) and what strengths they have (branches) etc. This evaluation 

process is a powerful learning tool for all facilitators. They then use it with their 

parents.  We will continue to encourage to use the tool in all NPP trainings/groups. 

More info here for Sacred Tree Evaluation for Nobody’s Perfect parent groups. 

https://www.policyalternatives.ca/publications/reports/na-gah-mo-waasbishkizi-ojijaak-bimise-keetwaatino-singing-white-crane-flying
https://view.officeapps.live.com/op/view.aspx?src=https%3A%2F%2Fpadlet%2Duploads%2Estorage%2Egoogleapis%2Ecom%3A443%2F826635670%2F43f2d2b78ee4e857b79be04f3e5659aa%2FSacred%5FTree%5FEvaluation%5FWrite%5FUp%5F2020%2Edocx&wdAccPdf=0&wdEmbedFS=1
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LOOKING AHEAD  IN 2021- 2022 

 The Nobody’s Perfect Manitoba Steering Committee and Provincial                        

Coordinator are dedicated to moving ahead, during the next phase of the                  
pandemic, to support families. We will focus on these continued strategic areas: 

FACILITATOR AND TRAINER SUPPORT:   To increase rates of facilitator                                  

participation, completion and satisfaction  

 Will continue with NPP Chats to maintain the connections and support as                  

requested by them, and ,Will continue with facilitator refreshers and virtual    

workshops  

FACILITATOR TRAININGS:  To ensure greater distribution of program trainers and                      

facilitators  in regions across Manitoba and; increase  program delivery in Indigenous and Newcomer 

communities. 

 Will plan for 4 virtual facilitator trainings in 2021 and consider face to face training 

in 2022, Will continue to use the Sacred Tree Evaluation adaptation in our                       

facilitator training, and, will continue to reach out to all Aboriginal Head starts and 

Friendship Centres 

COMMUNITY AND PARENTING SUPPORT & OUTREACH AND CAPACITY 
BUILDING OF OTHERS: 

 Will once again create parental content social media content and schedule daily 

posts , Will continue to support parent child coalitions with training and education 

workshops, Will offer My Tween and Me facilitator training to NPP facilitators and 

partner agencies, and ,Will continue to be a part of Dad Central Canada network 

2020—2021 NPP Manitoba ANNUAL REPORT 
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2020—2021 

NOBODY’S PERFECT 

PARENTING MANITOBA 

ANNUAL REPORT 

Nobody’s Perfect Manitoba acknowledges that we are on original lands of the Anishinaabeg, Cree, Oji-Cree, Dakota, and 
Dene peoples, and the homeland of the Métis Nation. We respect the treaties that were made on these territories and 

acknowledge the history and legacy of settler  colonialism, the harms of the past and that continue today. We are                    
committed to taking transformative actions now, on this sacred land, to  contribute to reconciliation and equity in any 

and all ways that we can. In solidarity. 

    Carmen Paterson-Payne   |   Provincial Coordinator 
 

Office|Cell: 204.231.3208                   Nobody’s Perfect Manitoba 

Fax: 204.233.1520                               Youville Centre 33 Marion St 

Email: carmen@youville.ca                 Winnipeg, Manitoba R2H 0S8 

www.nobodysperfect.ca 

mailto:carmen@youville.ca
http://www.nobodysperfect.ca

